Insignia Granted in Addition to T
Stars Given to Winners of More Than One T—Other Changes in Awards.

The Advisory Council on Athletics has approved certain changes in the granting of athletic insignia. The most important being the granting of stars to be placed beside and below the T in the case of men who, after winning the T, qualify for it in a later year or in another varsity sport. For the purpose of this classification, the Relay Team shall be included with the Track Team, the Cross Country Team being separate.

The stars are to be symmetrical, five-pointed, and of a size to be inscribed in a two-inch circle. The material and color are the same as the T. The first and second are to be placed two inches to the right and left, respectively, of the center line of the T, and 2 1/2 inches below the crossbar. The third is to be 1 1/2 inches vertically below the base line.

All other changes in insignia which have been made since the publication of the last edition of "Concerning the M.I.T." are as follows:

1. Scoring members of a winning cross country team, or any man making twenty-place or better at the I. C. A. A. A., or eighth place or better at the N. E. I. A. A. runs, are entitled to the T. The Advisory Council, at its discretion, may award the T to members of a winning team in relay races or dual or triangular cross country runs. It shall be awarded to winning teams in inter-collegiate relay races, T's to any man making twentieth place or better in the N. E. I. A. A., and T's and W's to members of swimming and wrestling teams respectively who take part in two-thirds of the meets in any one season, and to the managers.

INTERCLASS MEET (Continued from Page One)

Intermediate Meet (Continued from Page One)

and Tom Guething. The longer distance will be given to his liking and he is expected to break the record of 67 seconds which has stood for several years.

Second place will be a close fight, with Colleary, Adams, Frank O'Hara and Charlie Reed all in the fight. Colleary has made the fastest time for four laps, but Reed is apt to make him out at the longer distance.

According to present indications the half will have to produce a new star. Allen who formerly ran the mile has been doing short distance work and looks likely the best of the freshmen. It would be a surprise if any man makes him out at the longer distance.
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CONCERT AND DANCE (Continued from Page One)

\[ \text{IN \ OFF \ BLOCK. MUSIC \ WILL \ BE \ FURNISHED \ BY \ THE \ CHATEAU \ ORCHESTRA.} \]

\[ \text{NO \ BITE! \ IS \ ABOUT \ AS \ PORTRAY \ RECOMMENDATION \ FOR \ TOBACCO \ AS \ "NO \ RAPHMATICS" \ IS \ FOR \ A \ WOODEN \ LEG. BUT \ TOBACCO \ THAT \ WON'T \ BITE \ AND \ YET \ IS \ CHUCK \ FULL \ OF \ TASTE—THAT'S \ VELVET.} \]

\[ \text{WITH THREE OFFICES, CONVENIENTLY LOCATED \ IN \ DIFFERENT \ SECTIONS \ OF \ BOSTON, \ THE} \]

\[ \text{OLD COLONY TRUST COMPANY OFFERS EXCEPTIONAL \ BANKING FACILITIES FOR} \]

\[ \text{TECHNOLOGY MEN.} \]

\[ \text{MODERN SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS AT ALL OFFICES.} \]

\[ \text{McMORROW} \]

College Shoes for College Men

238 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

OPPOSITE THOMPSON'S SPA

Richards School of Dancing

20 HUNTINGTON AVE.

Huntington Chambers

Cassano Men, Wed. and Fri.
Class and Orchestra, Sat., 6 O'clock
Private lessons by appointment
Tel. R. 5669

Students' Clothes

J. C. LITTLEFIELD

High Class Tailor

12 BEACON STREET

Evening Clothes a Specialty

CARL A. AZAHN

Barbering

Manicuring

Chiroprody

Razors, Brushes, Perfumery, Haberdashery

THE PLAZA

COLEY PLAZA

New York

Boston, Mass.

NEW GREENBRIER

White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia